Truth in Testimony Disclosure
1. Date of hearing: 5/21/19
2. Your name: Heather A. Conley, Senior Vice President for Europe, Eurasia, and the
Arctic; and Director, Europe Program
3. Organization or organizations you are representing: Center for Strategic &
International Studies (CSIS)
4. In the current calendar year or either of the two previous calendar years, have you
or your organization(s) received any Federal grants or contracts (including
subgrants and subcontracts) related to the subject of the hearing or your
representational capacity at the hearing?
2018:
•

•

Department of Defense / $348,892.32 / Start: August 2018 /Developing U.S. tools to
identify, organize, and counter emerging gray zone challenges. Final product to include
report and speaks to identifying gray zone challenges as well as organizing for the same
Department of Defense / $200,832.82 / Start: July 2018 / Study looks at the Cold War
and derives history lessons from that time – specifically looking at unconventional
operations during the 1980s.

5. In the current calendar year or either of the two previous calendar years, have you
or your organization(s) received any contract or payment originating with a foreign
government related to the subject of the hearing or your representational capacity
at the hearing?
2019:
•

•

Government of Lichtenstein, Embassy of Lichtenstein: $9,000 for the Diplomatic Forum
series, which brought together experts for private and public events focusing on
transatlantic diplomacy. Discussion in this series sometimes included topics of Russian
influence in Europe, as it is a topic of increasing relevancy in the region.
Government of the United Kingdom, Embassy of the United Kingdom: $6,500 for
Modern Deterrence. A project focused on exploring the theory and principles of modern
deterrence so that future defense leaders in NATO countries have a common basic
grounding in the topic. The project produced a video which includes discussion on
contemporary Russian disinformation and influence.

2018:
•

Government of Norway, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway: $210,339 for NATO and
Transatlantic Security, an extended project involving public events, workshops, and
written publications. The hope is to engage experts and policy makers to better
understand challenges to the international system, Russia’s future, and NATO.

•

•

Government of Norway: $32,000 for work on security in Northern Europe and research
on regional policies toward the Arctic. This includes Russian attempts to assert
dominance in the Arctic through various construction projects.
Government of Finland / $58,861.00 / Start: December 2017, End: June 2018 / Study
analyzing counters to gray zone tactics. Final product included short paper making
recommendation as how to counter tactics.

